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manual eject stuck cd dvd from a mac macbook - manual eject stuck cd dvd from a mac macbook by klaus kjeldsen
posted on may 8 2007 in general a cd or dvd can be ejected on a mac macbook using the physical eject button or from the
finder without any problems but occasionally this don t work and the disc icon might disappear from your desktop and you
can t get the disc out of your computer, how do i eject a cd or dvd from my mac lifewire - perhaps one of the quickest
ways to eject a cd or dvd is to right click on its desktop icon and select eject from the pop up menu some applications such
as itunes and disk utility have an eject command in a menu or toolbar launch the application and use the eject command to
eject the cd or dvd use the eject menu applet located in the mac s menu bar, eject a stuck cd dvd from a macbook pro
superdrive mac - eject a stuck cd dvd from a macbook pro superdrive authored by danger on aug 01 10 04 13 18pm i
inserted a half size instruction cd that came with a bluetooth device i bought, how to eject a cd from your mac 12 steps
with pictures - eject the disc with itunes to do so open itunes click controls in the upper left side of the screen click eject
disc or eject name of disk at the bottom of the drop down menu, my new macbook or how to manually eject a cd from
your - turns out my cd burning software didn t have all the features i needed so now my mac is stuck trying to load a boot cd
that is incapable of booting how the hell do i get the cd out to get back into osx there is no manual mechanism to eject a cd
on the macbook pro the payoff do a hard restart, 10 ways to eject a stuck cd or dvd from macbook superdrive - use
open firmware to eject the disc if all other methods fail this may not work on all computers to use this method you have to
start up and briefly use the computer using open firmware not the standard mac os x desktop to eject a disc using open
firmware restart the computer, quick tip eight ways to force eject a disc from your mac - at some point there s a chance
that a cd dvd or blu ray disc is going to get stuck in your mac or external optical drive fortunately there are some simple
steps that can be taken to force eject a disc that s stuck, force eject cd or dvd from your mac even when stuck - apple
designers have removed the physical eject button and incorporated the eject function into the mac and the operating system
itself allowing you to use various methods of ejecting an optical disc without having to fiddle with any buttons or in the worse
case a paperclip to access the emergency eject hole, macbook pro manual eject dvd download - name macbook pro
manual eject dvd file size 210mb you might still have a macbook or desktop mac with a disc 23 sep use terminal to eject a
stuck cd dvd a cd in a macbook disk drive having a cd or dvd stuck in your mac or an optical drive isn t a fun situation when
all else fails an external optical drive that uses a tray to hold an
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